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1. Mortars - Wall preparation mortars
1.1 Mortars for wall construction purposes

MD 10 40 KG 1
KYW 25 KG 1

1.2 Mortar for wall preparation 
GM 50 40 KG 1

1.3 Cementious adhesive for thermal insulation boards
25 KG 1
25 KG 1

1.4 Repair Mortar
25 KG 1

2. Plasters
2.1 Main layer

GS 100 L 40 KG 2

GS 100 G 25 KG / 40 KG 2
MW 200W 25 KG / 40 KG 2
MW 2000W 40 KG 2

FD 80 WR 40 KG 2
EM 1-2-3 W 25 KG 2
EM 1-2-3 COLOR 25 KG 2

2.4 Acrylic plaster in paste
BIOPLASTER W 25 KG 3
BIOPLASTER COLOR 25 KG 3

2.5 Skim coat mortars
SP 100 25 KG 3
SP 300 25 KG 3

2.6 Gypsum-mortar
20 KG 3

3. Mortars for ground preparation
3.1 Marble andceramic tiles mortar

GM 2 40 KG 4
3.2 Cementitious screed for floor leveling

TS1 40 KG 4
TS2 40 KG 4

4. Cementious adhesives & Joint grouts
4.1 Tile adhesives

ES W1 25 KG 5
ES G1 25 KG 5
FK 10W 25 KG / 5KG 5
FK 10G 25 KG 5
PL 20 25 KG 5
GM 1 25 KG 5

25 KG / 5KG 5
FLS 1000 25 KG 5

 4.2 Joint grouts
For joint grouts of 2-8mm thickness in 29 colours 5 KG / 2 KG 6

FL 100 ST THERMOCOL (FIBRE REINFORCED)
FL 100 ST THERMOCOL (WITHOUT FIBRES)

MARMORIPRISTINO (FIBRE REINFORCED)

2.2 One coat

2.3 Final coat

SUPERGLO
SS 

FL 100 
FLEXY
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5. Waterproofing materials
5.1 Waterproofing of walls

MARMOCEM 25 KG 7
LAST 6,5 KG 7
MARMOCEM-LAST 25 KG + LAST 6.5 KG 7

5.2 Waterproofing of terraces - balconies with elastomeric membrane
MARMOFLEX 5 KG / 15 KG 7
MARMOFLEX PRIMER 1 KG / 5 KG 7

5.3 Waterproofing of terraces - balconies by flexible brushable sealing slurry for tile fixing
MARMOCEM ELASTIC 25 KG + ELASTIC 7.5 KG 7

6. Additives - Amplifying fluids
6.1 Construction resin

MARMO LATEX 1 KG / 5 KG / 18 KG 8

6.2 Emulsion additive for tile adhesives / joint grouts
MARMO PLUS 1 KG / 5 KG / 18 KG 8

6.3 Lime replacement
MARMO FLOW 1 KG / 5 KG / 18 KG 8

7. Plaster primers
MARMOCONTACT 5 KG / 20 KG 9

NEW!BIOPRIMER 4 KG / 16,5 KG 9

8. Annex
8.1 External thermal insulation system for walls MARMODOM "BIO PANOPLY" 10
8.2 Glass fibre mesh 11
8.3 Corner beeds 11



PRODUCT LIST

1. Mortars - Wall preparation mortars

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKING
BAGS PCS. / PAL.

1.1 Mortars for wall construction purposes

MD10

40kg 36

KYW

25kg 55

1.2 Mortar for wall preparation

GM50

40kg 36

1.3 Cementious adhesive for thermal insulation boards

25kg 55

25kg 55

1.4 Repair Mortar

25kg 40

Mansory mortar (grey) Used for construction of any size and 
type of clayey bricks as well as for cementitious and decorative 

bricks, etc. It can be also used for diverse minor and repair 
works. Consumption:~13-15kg/m2

Adhesive mortar for autoclaved aerated concrete blocks 
(white) Used as an adhesive mortar for wall construction with 

autoclaved aerated concrete blocks and any kind of highly 
porous building materials as well as to fill the joints between 
them and for levelling their surfaces. Consumption: ~2,5-

4,0kg/m2 for 0,5cm thickness

Gunite mortar (grey) It is to use as first (sprayed) layer 
increasing the adhesion of the next, main plaster layer. It is 

necessary to apply on wall surfaces (before plastering) such as 
those constructed with bricks, concrete, aerated light weight 

concrete blocks, insulation panels, etc. It can be used also for 
diverse repairing works in the construction sector.  It does not 

contain lime. Consumption: ~5kg/m2

FL 100 ST yellow 
bag

Cement based adhesive for thermal insulation boards fibre 
reinforced (white) Used for bonding thermal insulation boards 

on wall substrates as those from bricks, autoclaved aerated 
concretes, fair faces concrete, old plastered wall surfaces, etc. It 
should also be used for fixing the fiberglass sheet on the exterior 

side of the insulation board before the application of the final 
coat plasters Consumption: ~5kg/m2

FL 100 ST        
red bag

Cement based adhesive for thermal insulation boards 
without fibres (white) Used for bonding thermal insulation 
boards on wall substrates as those from bricks, autoclaved 
aerated concretes, fair faces concrete, old plastered wall 

surfaces, etc. It should also be used for fixing the fiberglass 
sheet on the exterior side of the insulation board before the 

application of the final coat plasters Consumption: ~5kg/m2

MARMO-
RIPRISTINO

Multipurposes Repair cement mortar fibre reinforced (grey) 
Used as repairing mortar for diverse construction works where 

an increased strength demanded as sealing concrete cavities as 
well as those for fixing and anchoring building constructions 

elements (electrical equipments, washbasin, etc.). 
Consumption: ~19,0 kg/m2 /cm layer thickness
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2. Plasters

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKING
BAGS PCS. / PAL.

2.1 Main layer

GS 100 L

40kg 36

GS 100 G

40kg 36

MW 200

40kg 36

MW 2000

40kg 36τεμ.

FD80

40kg 36

EM1-2-3W

25kg 55

EM1-2-3 COLOR

25kg 55

Colours available for EM 1-2-3 COLOR:
Y1 - Yellow beige             B1 - Brown milky          G - Grey dark             S - Sand rose
Y2 - Yellow light                B2 - Brown light            GB - Grey light           S1 - Rose light
Y3 - Yellow Ochre            B3 - Brown cacao         W - White                   R - Red Minoan

Main layer plaster (grey) Used as main layer plaster 
for interior and exterior surfaces. It is also suitable for 
diverse repair works.  Homogeneous, industrial made 

product of constant quality. Grain size <2,4mm 
Consumption: ~13,0-14,0 kg/m2 for 1,0 cm thickness

2.2 One coat

One coat plaster (grey) Used as main layer plaster 
for interior and exterior surfaces. It is also suitable for 
diverse repair works. Homogeneous, industrial made 

product of constant quality. Grain size <1,4mm 
Consumption: ~12,0-13,0 kg/m2 for 1,0 cm 

thickness

 One coat plaster, light (white) It replaces the main 
layer and the fine coat plaster with only one coat. 

Suitable for interior and exterior applications and for 
diverse repair works. It is water resistant, with 

thermal insulation properties. Grain size <1,4mm 
Consumption: ~12,0-14,0 kg/m2 for 1,0 cm 

thickness

One coat plaster for internal use (white) It 
replaces the main layer and the fine coat with only 

one coat. Suitable for smooth interior plaster 
surfaces. Homogeneous, industrial made product of 
constant quality. Grain size <0,4mm Consumption: 

~12,0-14,0 kg/m2 for 1,0 cm thickness

2.3 Final coat
smoothing and flattening of plastered wall surfaces, 

for external as well as for internal applications. It is to 
be used on top (3rd layer) of conventional and ready 

mixed plasters or for the restoring of old plastered 
surfaces as well as on light building elements and 

concrete fair faces. It is also recommended for minor 
repairing works and for the treatment of cracks. 
Consumption: ~5,0 kg/m2 for 0,4cm thickness

Textured decorative water resistant plaster (white) 
Decorative plaster, water resistant mainly used for outdoor 

as well as for indoor applications. Used as a final coat 
plaster; for interior an exterior use, it is applied over the 

main layer plaster or the one coat plaster. Consumption: 
Grain size 1,2mm ~ 3,0-4,5 kg/m2                        Grain 

size 2,4mm ~ 4,0-5,5 kg/m2                                                  
                                            Grain size 4,0mm ~5,0-6,5 

kg/m2 for 0,5cm thickness

Textured decorative water resistant plaster (coloured) 
Decorative plaster, water resistant mainly used for outdoor 

as well as for indoor applications. Used as a final coat 
plaster; for interior an exterior use, it is applied over the 

main layer plaster or the one coat plaster. Consumption: 
Grain size 1,2mm ~ 3,0-4,5 kg/m2            Grain size 

2,4mm ~ 4,0-5,5 kg/m2                                                          
                                    Grain size 4,0mm ~5,0-6,5 kg/m2 

for 0,5cm thickness
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2. Plasters

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKING
BAGS PCS. / PAL.

2.4 Acrylic plaster in paste

25kg 16

25kg 16

** The BIOPLASTER can also be coloured after special request on quantity, price / ton is calculated according the selected colour.
2.5 Skim coat mortars

SP 100

25kg 55

SP 300

25kg 55

2.6 Gypsum-mortar

SUPER GLOSS

20kg 55

BIOPLASTER 
NATURAL WHITE

Acrylic Plaster in paste waterprooved (white without titanium) 4 diff. grain sizes. Mainly 
for exterior as well as for internal applications. It is used as fine coat plaster. It can be 
applied on substrates like base coat plaster, concrete, gypsum or cement boards ect. 

Suitable for thermal insulation systems. No paiting nessecary on the plastered surfaces, no 
danger of cracks.                                                                  Consumption: Grain size 

0,8mm ~1,5 kg/m2 for 1mm thickness
   Grain size 1,5mm ~ 2,5 kg/m2 for 1,5mm thickness

                        Grain size 2,5mm ~ 3,5 kg/m2 for 2,5mm thickness                        Grain size 
3,5mm ~ 4,5 kg/m2 for 3,5mm thickness

BIOPLASTER 
WHITE**

Acrylic Plaster in paste waterprooved (white with titanium) 4 diff. grain sizes. Mainly for 
exterior as well as for internal applications. It is used as fine coat plaster. It can be applied 
on substrates like base coat plaster, concrete, gypsum or cement boards ect. Suitable for 
thermal insulation systems. No paiting nessecary on the plastered surfaces, no danger of 
cracks.                                                                  Consumption: Grain size 0,8mm ~1,5 

kg/m2 for 1mm thickness
   Grain size 1,5mm ~ 2,5 kg/m2 for 1,5mm thickness

                        Grain size 2,5mm ~ 3,5 kg/m2 for 2,5mm thickness                        Grain size 
3,5mm ~ 4,5 kg/m2 for 3,5mm thickness

Skim coat mortar (white) Used for smoothing and flattening of the wall 
surfaces, for interior and exterior applications. It is to used on top of 

conventional and ready mixed plasters or also for the restructuring or 
repair of old plastered surfaces. It is also recommended for minor works 
and for the treatment of micro cracks of plastered surfaces. Grain size 

<0,1mm                          Consumption: ~1,0 kg/m2 for 0,02cm 
thickness

Skim coat mortar (white) Used for smoothing and flattening of the wall 
surfaces, for interior and exterior applications. It is to used on top of 

conventional and ready mixed plasters or also for the restructuring or 
repair of old plastered surfaces. It is also recommended for minor works 
and for the treatment of micro cracks of plastered surfaces. Grain size  

<0,3mm                                              Consumption: ~1,2 kg/m2 for 
0,01cm thickness

Gypsum mortar fine (white) Ready to use dry mortar based on 
gypsum. Has to be applied on the one coat plaster GS 100G. After 

applying it on the interior surfaces of walls (after the GS 100G), you get a 
totally smooth surface, ready for the final painting with extended 

endurance.                                                      Consumption: 0,3 kg/m2, 
for 0,02cm thickness 
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3. Mortars for ground preparation

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKING
BAGS PCS. / PAL.

3.1 Marble andceramic tiles mortar

GM2

40kg 36

3.2 Cementitious screed for floor leveling

TS1

40kg 36

TS2

40kg 36

Marble & ceramic tiles mortar for exterior use (white) Used for 
ground installation purposes with marble slabs and tiles also for diverse 
natural stones and ceramic tiles with high absorbency as well as for the 

traditional way of construction with hewn stones for house yards-wall 
masonries, etc. as also as joint grout for the above mentioned 

construction materials. It can be applied on conventional substrates from 
concrete, light concrete, cementitious screeds, etc. Consumption: ~6,0-

8,0 kg/m2 for 1,0cm thickness

Cementitious screed for floor levelling (grey) Used as levelling mortar 
to fill and levelling concrete substrates before their covering with tiles, 
natural or artificial materials (as parquet, linoleum coverings), etc. For 

interior and exterior applications. Achieves very good adhesion between 
the ground and the construction materials, as well as good compression 
and flexural strength for normal purposes.  It does not affect the metallic 

elements. Grain size <2,5mm Consumption: ~14,0 kg/m2 for 1,0cm 
thickness

Cementitious screed for floor levelling (grey) Used as levelling mortar 
to fill and levelling concrete substrates before their covering with tiles, 
natural or artificial materials (as parquet, linoleum coverings), etc. For 

interior and exterior applications. Achieves very good adhesion between 
the ground and the construction materials, as well as good compression 
and flexural strength for normal purposes.  It does not affect the metallic 

elements. Grain size <3,5mm Consumption: ~12,0 kg/m2 for 1,0cm 
thickness
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4. Cementious adhesives & Joint grouts

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKING
BAGS PCS. / PAL.

4.1 Tile adhesives

ES-W1

25kg 55

ES-G1

25kg 55

FK10W

25kg 55

FK10W-5 5kg 4x40cartons

FK10G

25kg 55

PL20

25kg 55

FL100 FLEXY

25kg 55

FL100-5 5kg 4x40cartons

GM1

25kg 55

FLS1000

25kg 55

Tile adhesive (white) used for the application of ceramic tiles and 
natural building materials tiles with high absorbency for interior floor 
surfaces. It can be applied on conventional substrates from normal 
and light weight concrete, on cementitious screeds, bricks etc.         

                                                                                      Adhesion 
Category: C1 conforms to EN 12004:2002                                         

                                       Consumption: 2,0-4,0 kg/m2

Tile adhesive (grey) used for the application of ceramic tiles and 
natural building materials tiles with high absorbency for interior floor 
surfaces. It can be applied on conventional substrates from normal 
and light weight concrete, on cementitious screeds, bricks etc.         

                                                                                      Adhesion 
Category: C1 conforms to EN 12004:2002                                         

                                       Consumption: 2,0-4,0 kg/m2

Acrylic tile adhesive (white) Used for fixing ceramic tiles, as well 
as for natural construction stone tiles, for interior or protected 

exterior surfaces. It can be applied on conventional substrates from 
concrete, light concrete, cementitious screeds, etc. High 

compression and flexural strength such as resistance to moisture 
changes. Adhesion Category: C1Τ conforms to EN 12004:2002       

                                Consumption: 2,0-4,0 kg/m2

Acrylic tile adhesive (white) packed in 5kg paper bags                   
              *see description FK10W

Acrylic tile adhesive (grey) Used for fixing ceramic tiles, as well 
as for natural construction stone tiles, for interior or protected 

exterior surfaces. It can be applied on conventional substrates from 
concrete, light concrete, cementitious screeds, etc. High 

compression and flexural strength such as resistance to moisture 
changes. Adhesion Category: C1Τ conforms to EN 12004:2002       

                                Consumption: 2,0-4,0 kg/m2

Acrylic tile adhesive (white) "Plus" Used for fixing ceramic tiles 
of any type and size, as well as for natural construction stone tiles 

and mosaics, on floors and walls. It can be applied on conventional 
substrates from concrete, light concrete, cementitious screeds, etc. 
Adhesion Category: C2 conforms to EN 12004:2002                         

                             Consumption: 2,0-4,0 kg/m2                          

Flexible tile adhesive (white) "Flexy" Used for fixing tiles and 
slabs of any kind, for interior or exterior surfaces. Can be applied 

on conventional substrates from concrete and cementitious 
screeds, on plain floors, on surfaces constructed with light building 

elements, areas with relatively high humidity and on floors and 
walls with increase demands on temperature changes. Adhesion 

Category: C2E conforms to EN 12004:2002 Consumption: 2,0-4,0 
kg/m2                                                   

Flexible tile adhesive (white) "Flexy" packed in 5kg paper bags    
                                                                                                            

*see description FL 100 FLEXY

Adhesives for Marbles & Grabite tiles (white) Used for fixing marble and 
granite tiles and slabs as for any type and dimensions tiles such us from 
ceramic or artificial ones as well as for natural construction stones, etc. 
Suitable for interior or exterior surfaces. Can be applied on conventional 

substrates from concrete and cementitious screeds, on surfaces 
constructed with light building elements, on areas with relatively high 

temperature and humidity demands, as well as for any high qualitative 
construction demands. Adhesion Category: C2Τ conforms to EN 

12004:2002   Consumption: 2,0-4,0 kg/m2                                                   

Flexible tile adhesive (white)"Super Elastic" Used for fixing tiles and 
marble slabs of any kind such us ceramic or artificial ones as well as for 
natural construction stones. For interior or exterior surfaces. It can be 
applied on conventional substrates from concrete and cementitious 
screeds, on plain floors, on surfaces constructed with light building 

elements, on metallic surfaces, on areas with relatively high humidity and 
on floors and walls with increase demands on temperature changes (intra-

floor heating, bathrooms, balconies, swimming pools etc). Adhesion 
Category: C2ΤΕ conforms to EN 12004:2002   Consumption: 2,0-4,0 

kg/m2                   
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4. Cementious adhesives & Joint grouts

 4.2 Joint grouts

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKING
BAGS PCS./CART. PCS. / PAL.

W1 PURE WHITE 5kg 4 40cartons 
G0 GREY WHITE 5kg 4 40cartons 
G1 GREY LIGHT 5kg 4 40cartons 
G2 GREY 5kg 4 40cartons 
G3 GREY DARK 5kg 4 40cartons 
G4 ANTHRACITE 5kg 4 40cartons 
G5 BLACK 5kg 4 40cartons 
B0 BEIGE LIGHT 5kg 4 40cartons 
B1 BEIGE  5kg 4 40cartons 
B2 BEIGE SAHARA 5kg 4 40cartons 
B3 BROWN LIGHT 5kg 4 40cartons 
B4 BROWN  5kg 4 40cartons 
B5 BROWN DARK 5kg 4 40cartons 
B6 BROWN CHOCOLATE 5kg 4 40cartons 
B7 CARAMEL 5kg 4 40cartons 
B8 CACAO CHOCOLATE 5kg 4 40cartons 
B9 TERRACOTTA 5kg 4 40cartons 
V1 ROSE 5kg 4 40cartons 
V2 VIOLET 5kg 4 40cartons 
V3 VIOLET DARK 5kg 4 40cartons 
R1 RED MINOAN 5kg 4 40cartons 

GR1 GREEN LIGHT 5kg 4 40cartons 
GR2 GREEN  5kg 4 40cartons 
O1 OLIVE 5kg 4 40cartons 

BL1 BLUE LIGHT 5kg 4 40cartons 
BL2 BLUE  5kg 4 40cartons 
BL3 RAF - TURQUOISE 5kg 4 40cartons 
P1 PETROL 5kg 4 40cartons 
Y1 YELLOW OCHRE 5kg 4 40cartons 

The goods are delivered in cartons of 20 kg (4bags x 5kg)
The prices / ton are raised about 20% for a delivery of the goods in 2kg bags in cartons of 20 kg (10 bags x 2kg)

Waterprooved, acrylic grout for joints of 2-8mm Water resistant cement grout for any kind of 
tiles for 2 to 8mm joints, mainly for indoor and outdoor applications, in wall and floor in 29 light 

stable colours Conforms to european norms: ΕΝ 13888:2002, CG 2                                                  
                                                                                    Consumption: 0,2 - 2,0 kg/m2 depending on 

the type and dimension of the tiles and the width of the joints. 
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5. Waterproofing materials

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
PACKING

BAGS PCS./CART. PCS. / PAL.

5.1 Waterproofing of walls

MARMOCEM

25kg 40

LAST

6.5kg (Β') 40

 ------------

5.2 Waterproofing of terraces - balconies with elastomeric membrane

MARMO-FLEX

5kg 100

15kg 36

1kg 12 40cartons 

5kg 4 24cartons 

5.3 Waterproofing of terraces - balconies by flexible brushable sealing slurry for tile fixing

25kg (A') 40cartons 

7.5kg (Β') 40cartons 

Waterproofing / Osmotic Cementitious brushable sealing 
slurry dry mixture (grey) Osmotic brushable waterproofing 

sealing slurry. Reacts with Calcium Carbonate and forms 
insoluble crystals which block the capillary pores of concrete. 
Ideal for internal waterproofing of basements (negative side), 

underfloors, elevators, tanks, tunnels. MARMOCEM offers 
complete waterproofing, excellent bonding with the concrete, 

high strength to negative pressures (up to 7 atm), high 
compressive and flexure strength and durability to the weather 
conditions. Consumption: 1,5 kg/m2/mm for layer thickness

Waterproofing / Osmotic fluid Β' compnent of MARMOCEM 
LAST. Acrylic dispersion of high elasticity.

MARMOCEM-
LAST

Waterproofing / Osmotic two component brushable 
sealing slurry (Α') dry mixture MARMOCEM + (Β') fluid LAST 
Two component brushable waterproofing sealing slurry. Used 
for waterproofing the external side of building basements as 
well as in any construction case where waterproofing of the 
substrate is demanded. It is also recommended for drinking 
water tanks, swimming pools, sewage tanks, inverted roofs, 

etc. Due to the fact that MARMOCEM LAST after drying forms 
a non stop elastic membrane offers complete waterproofing, as 
well as high bonding strength with the substrate. Achieves high 

compression and flexural strength such as resistance to 
temperature  and environmental changes. Consumption: 1,5 

kg/m2/mm layer thickness

25kg (A') +   
     6.5kg 

(Β')

Brushable elastomeric waterproofing membrane (white) 
Brushable elastomeric waterproofing acrylic membrane for 

roofcoating. After application it forms a continuous membrane 
without joints which offers complete waterproofing, excellent 

adhesion on substrates like concrete, metal, wood and 
durability in weather conditions (humidity, ultraviolet light, 

frost). Ensures good workability, increased application speed; it 
is economical and gives excellent results. Consumption: ~1,5 

kg/m2 

ΜΑRMO-FLEX-
PRIMER

Primer of MARMO-FLEX Water based acrylic dispersion 
which is used as a primer for better adhesion of MARMO 

FLEX. Consumption: ~200 gr/m2 

MARMOCEM-
ELASTIC

Two component waterproofing / elastomer flexible cement mortar 
brushable sealant for excellent long-lasting sealing of terraces, 

balconies, roofs and everywhere that conditions do not allow using 
more inflexible sealing materials. Due to the fact that it forms a non 

stop elastic membrane MARMOCEM ELASTIC offers complete 
waterproofing, crack-bringing ability, resistant to moisture and to 
chemical attack, excellent bonding properties on concrete, high 

compressive and flexible strength and durability to weather conditions. 
Consumption: ~1,5 kg/m2/mm for layer thickness

25kg (A') +   
        7.5kg 

(B')

 
----------------

--

MARMOCEM-
ELASTIC                     

A' component

Waterproofing / elastomer flexible cement mortar dry 
mixture (white) A' component white cement of high 

specifications, crushed marble of selected grain size, enriched 
with polymers polypropylene fibres and other special 

enhancement additives. 

ELASTIC                       
 B' component

Waterproofing / elastomeric Acrylic B' component 
dispersion of high elasticity.

&

&
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6. Additives - Amplifying fluids

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKING
BAGS PCS./CART. PCS. / PAL.

6.1 Construction resin

MARMO-LATEX

1kg 12 40cartons 

5kg 4 24cartons 

18kg 24pcs.  

6.2 Emulsion additive for tile adhesives / joint grouts

MARMO-PLUS

1kg 12 40cartons 

5kg 4 24cartons 

18kg 24pcs.  

6.3 Lime replacement

MARMO-FLOW

1kg 12 40cartons 

5kg 4 24cartons 

18kg 24pcs.  

Polymer latex Water based polymer 
dispersion which added to cement based 

mortars offers high elasticity and adhesion 
strength, waterproofing, better workability, 

durability to shrinkage and to cracking. 

Acrylic latex for tile adhesives & joint 
grouts Water based acrylic dispersion. 

When added to tile adhesives and to joint 
grouts offers high elasticity and adhesion 

strength, waterproofing, abrasion, shrinkage 
and chemical resistance.

Lime replacement Liquid admixture which 
completely replaces lime in cement mortars 

offering to them better consistency, adhesion 
and workability, while eliminates blisters and 

mortar hanging.
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7. Plaster primers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKING
BAGS PCS. / PAL.

7. Plaster Primers

MARMOCONTACT

20kg 24

5kg 48

BIOPRIMER

16,5kg 24

4kg 48

Plaster adhesion primer with quartz grains 
(red) used as primer to increase the adhesion 

strength of mortar on to smooth or non absorptive 
surfaces like concrete fair faces, gypsum plasters, 

mettalic surfaces, etc. For interior and exterior 
use. Consumption: ~350 gr/m2 (the 20kg bucket 

is sufficient fluid to cover ~57m2 surface)

Primer for improoved adhesion of Bioplaster with 
quartz grains (coloured) used as primer to increase 
adhesion strength of plaster Bioplaster on smooth or 

non absorptive surfaces, as well as absorbant surfaces. 
For interior and exterior use. Can be mixed up with up 

to 20% clear water and to be stirred well. 
Consumption: ~250 gr/m2 (the 16,5kg bucket + 3,5kg 

water is sufficient fluid to cover ~ 80 m2 surface)

BIO PRIMER
Αστάρι πρόσφυσης του 

BIOPLASTER
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8. Annex

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKING
BAGS PCS. / PAL.

25kg 16

25kg 16

FL 100 ST

25kg 55

50m2/roll 4rolls / package

CORNER BEEDS

carton 200pcs. / carton

ANCHORS

carton 200pcs. / carton

package

8.1 External thermal insulation system for walls MARMODOM "BIO PANOPLY"

BIOPLASTER 
natural white

 Acrylic plaster waterprooved (white) in different 
grainsizes (0,8mm-1,5mm-2,5mm-3,5mm)                

    See description on page 3

BIOPLASTER white

 Acrylic plaster waterprooved (titanium - white) 
in different grainsizes (0,8mm-1,5mm-2,5mm-

3,5mm)                                                                    
See description on page 3

Mortar for thermal insulation board fixing (fibre 
reinforced) (white)                                                   

                        See description on page 1

GLASS FIBRE 
MESH

Glass fibre mesh 160gr./m2 (white) mesh 
distance 5x5mm             1m x 50m

Plastic Corner beed PVC with mesh 5x5mm 
145gr/m2 10cmx10cm 2,80ml/pcs.

Anchors for fixing thermal insulation boards 
10CM deepness of anchoring

EXTRUDED THERMAL 
INSULATION BOARD

FIBRAN GF/60/I extruded breathing polystyrene 
with embossed-relief dimensions 

1,25x0,60x0,05m

8boards / 
package
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8. Annex

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PACKING
BAGS PCS. / PAL.

8.2 Glass fibre mesh

GLASS FIBRE MESH

50m2/roll 4rolls / package

GLASS FIBRE MESH

50m2/roll 4rolls / package

8.3 Edge profiles

CORNER BEEDS

Glass fibre mesh 110gr./m2 (white) mesh 
distance 5x5mm             1m x 50m  

Glass fibre mesh 110gr./m2 (blue) mesh distance 
10x10mm          1m x 50m

Corner beed galvanized dimensions 280mm x 
38mm

30pcs./pac
kage

144packages / 
pall.





 

Marmodom 
Dry Mortars & Adhesives Plant 

F.H.L. I. KIRIAKIDIS GROUP 
 Industrial Park of Prosotsani 

66200 Prosotsani, Drama, Greece 
Tel.: 0030 25220 21100 
Fax: 0030 25220 21110 

E-mail: marmodom@fhl.gr & info@marmodom.eu 
Website: www.marmodom.eu 

Head Office: F.H.L. Manufacturing & Trading Co.                                                                          
                                                                 I. KIRIAKIDIS MARBLES & GRANITES S.A.                 

                                                                                                                                                  
Industrial Zone of Drama                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                   66100 Drama, Greece                  
                                                                                                                                                         
                       Tel.: 0030 25210 81360, Fax: 0030 25210 81366                                                   

                                                                                        e-mail: frontdesk@fhl.gr, website: 
www.fhl.gr

http://www.marmodom.eu/
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